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§I. INTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to deal with homological properties of codimension-one 
foliations of compact connected C"'-manifoids. The notion of $-subgroups was 
introduced by Tamura [7] in order to investigate homology types of leaves. First we 
recall the definition of $-subgroups. 
Definition (Tamura[7]). Let Mn be a connected n-dimensional C"'-manifold, and$ 
a codimension-q C'-foliation of Mn (q =I, 2, ... , n -1; r = 1, 2, ... , oo, w). Let L be an 
arbitrary leaf of $, and L: L ~ M be the inclusion map. The symbol G;(L) denotes the 
subgroup L*(H;(L)) of H;(M), the i-dimensional homology group of M, where L* is the 
induced homomorphism; t*: H;(L)~H;(M) (i = 1, 2, ... , n- q). Let G;($) denote the 
set of all subgroups G;(L): 
We call G;($) the set of i-dimensional $-subgroups, and the collection {G;($)};= 1,. .. ,n-q 
the homology type of the foliation $. 
A foliation $is called a foliation with trivial i-dimensional $-subgroups (denoted 
by G;($) = 0) if G;($) consists of only one group {0}. $ is called a foliation with 
trivial $-subgroups (denoted by G($) = 0) if G;($) = 0 for i = 1, 2, ... , n- q. 
We may use homology groups with coefficients in arbitrary abelian groups in the 
definition of $-subgroups. Throughout this paper, however, we use homology groups 
with integral coefficients. 
We are now ready to state our problem (Tamura [7]): 
Given a C"'-manifold M, what homology types of foliations can be realized? 
Some necessary conditions for G;($) are studied in Tamura[7]. In this paper, we 
are mainly interested in the lower bound for G;($), and we study the problem which 
manifold admits a codimension-one foliation with trivial $-subgroups. Our results are 
stated in §2. 
We prove Theorem 1 in §3. In Theorem 1, we assume that the manifold is the total 
space of an S 1-bundle and that the foliation is transverse to the fibers. If the first Betti 
number of the base space is non-zero, foliations transverse to the fibers with trivial 
!-dimensional $-subgroups are shown to have fairly simple structures; namely, they 
are foliations without holonomy. The existence of such foliations imposes some 
conditions upon the bundle structure of the manifold. 
We give some examples of foliated manifolds with trivial $-subgroups in Pro-
positions 3-5, which are proved in §4. In particular, we construct a foliation of S 2 x S 1 
with trivial $-subgroups, which is interesting in itself. All our examples of foliations 
with trivial $-subgroups are constructed in manifolds with torsion free homology 
groups. It is not known whether the 3-dimensional projective space or the lens spaces 
have a foliation with trivial $-subgroups. 
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§2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
In the rest of this paper, we will deal only with codimension-one foliations. 
Let Diff' (S1) denote the group of C' -diffeomorphisms of S 1, and Diff~ (S 1) denote 
the subgroup of the orientation preserving elements of Diff' (S1) (r = 1, 2, ... , oo, w). 
We consider that S 1-bundles are with structural group Diff"' (S1), and orientable 
S 1-bundles are with Diff: (S1). Orientable S 1-bundles over a base space B are 
classified by the Euler class in H 2(B). 
About the foliations of the total spaces of S 1-bundles which are transverse to the 
fibers and with trivial !-dimensional @'-subgroups, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a compact connected C"'-manifold with non-zero first Betti 
number. Let E be the total space of an S 1-bundle g over B. Suppose that there exists a 
C' -foliation @i(r ~ 2) of E transverse to the fibers with trivial !-dimensional @'-
subgroups. Then (i) the bundle ~ is orientable, (ii) the torsion subgroup of Ht(B) 
(=Tors (Ht(B))) is cyclic (or zero), (iii) the Euler class x(~) of the bundle~ generates 
Tors (H 2(B)) (:==Tors (H1(B))) and (iv) the torsion subgroup of H 1(E) is zero. 
Remark. We can prove Theorem 1 on much weaker assumptions about the base 
space B. We can define the notion of C'-foliations of E transverse to the fibers and 
@'-subgroups of these foliations when the base space B is a CW complex. Then, the 
statement (i) of Theorem 1 is always true provided that Gt(@i) = 0. The statements (ii), 
(iii) and (iv) are true if G 1(@i) = 0, HlB) is finitely generated and rank (H1(B)) ~ 1. The 
proof is completely the same. 
Conversely, about the existence of such foliations, we have the following pro-
position. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a compact connected C"'-manifold such that the torsion 
subgroup of H 1(B) is cyclic. Let E be the total space of an orientable S 1-bundle ~. such 
that the Euler class x(~) is a generator of Tors (H 2(B)) (==Tors (H1(B))). Then there 
exists a C"'-foliation @i of E transverse to the fibers with trivial !-dimensional 
@'-subgroups. 
Remark. It is not true that there exists a foliation transverse to the fibers on the 
total space of every S 1-bundle (Wood[lO]). 
When the base space B is a closed orientable surface, we have the following 
proposition about foliations with trivial (1- and 2-dimensional) @'-subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let B be a closed orientable surface other than the 2-sphere S 2, and 
let E be the total space of an S 1-bundle over B. Then there exists a C'-foliation 
@i(r ~ 2) of E transverse to the fibers with trivial @'-subgroups, if and only if the bundle 
is trivial. 
Remark. When E is the total space of an S 1-bundle over the 2-sphere S 2, if there 
exists a C' -foliation (r ~ 1) transverse to the fibers, then E is S 2 x S1 and the foliation 
is isotopic to the product foliation with leaves S 2 x {*}; thus we have nontrivial 
2-dimensional @'-subgroups. 
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CoROLLARY. Let B be a closed orientable surface other than S 2 or T2 = S 1 X S 1, and 
let E be the total space of a nontrivial orientable S 1-bundle over B. Then every 
transversely orientable C' -foliation (r ~ 2) of E with no compact leaves has a leaf L 
such that Gt(L) # 0. 
This corollary is obtained from the theorem of Thurston [8]; of which a nice 
exposition has been published by Levitt [3], which says that a transversely oriented 
C' -foliation 8fr (r ~ 2) of the total space of an oriented S 1-bundle over a closed 
oriented surface ( # T2) is isotopic to a foliation transverse to the fibers if 8fr has no 
compact leaves. 
In the following propositions, we do not assume the transversality of the foliation 
to the fibers, and we give some examples of foliations with trivial 8fr-subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E be the total space of an orientable S 1-bundle ~ over a closed 
orientable surface B. Suppose that the bundle is trivial or lx(~)[B]I = 1, where x(~)[B] 
is the Euler class of ~ evaluated on the fundamental cycle of B. Then there is a 
C"'-foliation 8fr of E with trivial 8fr-subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 5. There is a C"'-foliation of S" X S 1 with trivial 8fr-subgroups, where S" 
is the natural n-sphere (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
§3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we will first prove some lemmas and propositions which we use in 
proving Theorem 1. 
Fix a base point * in the base space B, and let S~ = 7T- 1(*), where 1r is the 
projection 1r: E ~B. It is well known that when there is a foliation transverse to the 
fibers, the total holonomy map fa: S ~ ~ S ~ is defined for each element a of the 
fundamental group 1r1(B, *) of the base space, and since the foliation is of class C', Ia 
belongs to Diff' (S!). Furthermore, the map f: 7Tt(B, *)~Diff' (S!) defined by a f-.+ fa is 
a group homomorphism; that is, we have fa.fJ =fa o ffJ· Conversely, given a homomor-
phism f: 1r1(B, *) ~ Diff' (S 1), we have some S 1-bundle with a C' -foliation transverse 
to the fibers. 
First we prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If the holonomy map fa: S~ ~ S~ has a fixed point and if 
G1(8fr) = 0, then the homology class [a] which corresponds to a is zero in H 1(B). Since 
H 1(B) = 7T1(B, *)/[7T1(B, *), 7T 1(B, *)], this means that a belongs to the commutator 
subgroup [ 1r1(B, * ), 1r1(B, * )] of 1T1(B, * ). 
Proof. Let q be a fixed point of fa and let L be the leaf which contains q E S~. Let 
1 be some closed curve representing the homotopy class a E 1T1(B, *). Then there is a 
closed curve f on the leaf L, which is a lift of 1 passing through q. Let [{] denote the 
homology class of L represented by f. Then we have [{] E H 1(L) and t*[l] E H 1(E). 
7T )t*[i]) = [ 1r(l)] =[/]=[a] E H 1(B). Since G1(8fr) = 0, we have t*[f] = 0 in Ht(E). 
Therefore, we have [a]= 0 in H 1(B). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If G1(8fr) = 0, then fa E Diff~ (S~) for each a E 7Tt(B, *). This 
means that the bundle. is orientable, which is (i). 
Proof. Since every orientation reversing homeomorphism of S 1 has a fixed point, 
and commutators preserve orientation, the result follows from Proposition 3.1. 
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The following lemma shows that our foliations have a very simple structure. 
LEMMA 3.3. If the first Betti number of the base space B is non-zero, and if 
G1($) = 0, then there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism h of st such that 
h o /"1<B.•> o h-1 c S0(2), the group of rotations. Therefore, G = /11'1(B,•J is commutative. 
Proof. Since the rank of H1(B) = 1T1(B, *)/[7TI(B, *), 1T1(B, *)] is not zero, there is 
some a E 7T 1(B, *), such that m[a] ¥= 0 in H 1(B) for any non-zero integer m. By 
Proposition 3.1, lam= lam has no fixed points; that is, Ia has no periodic points. 
Because Ia is a C' -diffeomorphism of s~ (r ~ 2), by the theorem of Denjoy, Ia is 
topologically conjugate to an irrational rotation; more precisely, there is an orientation 
preserving homeomorphism h of SJ, such that h o Ia o h-1 = fw, where fw denotes the 
rotation of S~ = R/Z by irrational w. 
We will show that for any element 1' of 7T 1(B, *), h o fY o h-1 is a rotation. Since w is 
an irrational number, U {(x, y); y = lnw(x)}, the union of the graphs of tnw (n E Z), is 
nEZ 
dense in S 1 X S 1. If h o fy o h-1 is not a rotation, there are two distinct integers m, n 
such that the graph of h o /yo h-1 intersects both of the graphs of tmw and tnw (Fig. 1). 
Then both h o /y- 1 o h-1 o tmw and h o fy- 1 o h-1 o lnw have fixed points. Conjugating by 
h-1, we can see that both /y- 1 o lfa)m = !Y-1.am and /y- 1 o (fat= /y-l.a• have fixed points. 
Therefore, by Proposition 3.1, O=[y-1 ·am]=-[y]+m[a] and O=[y-1 ·an]= 
- [y] + n[a]. Consequently, we have (m- n)[a] = 0. This is a contradiction. 
Remark. Lemma 3.3 implies that :¥is a foliation without holonomy. From Lemma 
3.3, the following proposition is obtained. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If G1($l = 0 and the first Betti number of the base space B is 
non-zero, then for an S 1-bundle ~ = (E, S 1, B) with a foliation :¥ transverse to the 
fibers with holonomy in Diff' (S1) (r ~ 2), there is an S 1-bundle f = (E', S 1, B) with a 
foliation :!P transverse to the fibers with holonomy in S0(2), and a bundle 
homeomorphism h: E ~ E' mapping every leaf to a leaf. 
Remark. Topological properties such as the ones concerning :¥-subgroups are 
invariant under homeomorphisms. 
If the holonomy group G = f.,q(B,•J is commutative, the holonomy homomorphism f 
factors through H1(B) = 1T1(B, *)/[7TI(B, *), 1T'1(B, *)]; more precisely, there is a 






HI(B) = 'TT'I(B, *)/['TT'I(B, *), 'TT'I(B, *)]. 
Then, by Proposition 3.1, we have 
LEMMA 3.5. f' is injective. 
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s'xs' 
Fig. 1. The graphs of h o {, o h- 1, tmw and tnw· 
The fact that the holonomy group is abelian gives a good information about the 
Euler class of the bundle. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. If the holonomy group G = f "'<B.•> C Diff~ (S1) (r ~ 0) is abelian, then the 
Euler class x(g) of the bundle g belongs to the torsion subgroup of H 2(B) 
(=Tors (H 2(B))). 
Proof. By the universal coefficient theorem, we have H 2(B) = 
Ext (H1(B), Z) +Hom (H2(B), Z), and Tors (H2(B)) =Ext (H1(B), Z) (=Tors (H1(B))), 
so it is sufficient to show that the Euler class x(g) evaluated on any 2-cycle of B is 
zero. We will do this by Milnor's algorithm (Milnor[4]). 
When B has a finite cellular decomposition with one vertex *• there is a presen-
tation of 7T 1(B, *)with one generator for each oriented 1-cell of the decomposition and 
one relation for each oriented 2-cell. Let 7T 1(B, *) = (a~o ... , am: r~o .. . , rn) be a presen-
tation of 7T1(B, *), where ri = ri (a~o ... , am) is a word in the a's given by the oriented 
2-cell ei. Given a holonomy homomorphism f: 7TI(B, *)~Diff~ (S1), choose a lift f"; 
which is a diffeomorphism of R commuting with translations by integers (for each fc,). 
Then ri(ja, •... , Ia,.) is a translation by some integer ki. We write ki = 
t.n. (ri(/"" ... , faJ) (t.n. means the translation number). Put 8*(f)(ei) = ki for each 
2-cell ei, then 8*(f) defines a cohomology class in H 2(B). The Euler class x(g) of the 
bundle g is given by x(g) =- [8*(f)]. 
Let Ig be a closed orientable surface of genus g. Ig has a cellular decomposition 
with one vertex, 2g 1-cells and one 2-cell (see Fig. 2), and 7Tt(Ig, *) = 




' " ..... ...._ ____ __..,."' 
Fig. 2. A cellular decomposition of I,. 
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Any 2-cycle is represented by a continuous map u: I 8 ~ B for some g. Since 
x(u*~)[I8] = u*(x(~))[I8 ] = x(~)[u(I8)], it suffices to show that x(u*~)[I8 ] = 0. The 
induced bundle u* ~ is given by the holonomy homomorphism f o u *: 1Tt(I8, *) ~ 
G c Diff~ (S 1), where u*: 1r1(!8, *)~ 1r1(B, *). By the assumption that G is a com-
mutative group, fu.a 1, fu.bp ... , fu•a•' fu•b• are mutually commuting, and so are the lifts 
of them. Therefore, we have x(u*~)[Ig] = 0, because it equals to the translation 
number of a composition of commutators of the lifts. 
If we assume that the map f' of the diagram above Lemma 3.5 is injective, we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that the holonomy group G = /"1rB.•> is abelian and that the 
induced map f': H 1(B) ~ Diff~ (S1) is injective. Then Tors (H 2(B)) (=:Tors (H1(B))) is 
a cyclic group generated by x(~), and Tors (Ht(E)) = 0. 
Proof. Since H 1(B) is finitely generated, Tors (H1(B)) is a finite group. It is easy to 
show that every finite subgroup of Diff; (S 1) is cyclic. Since f' is injective, 
Tors (Ht(B)) is a cyclic group. 
For integers g ~ 0 and d > 0, let S8,d be the space obtained as follows. Let D 2 be a 
(small) disk on I 8• Let d: S 1 ~ S 1 be the map d(z) = zd, here we regard S 1 as the unit 
circle in the complex plane. Let S8,d be the space obtained from S 1 by attaching 
! 8 -Int(D2) to S 1 by the mapd: a(!8 -Int(D2))= S 1 ~S 1 • Sg,d has a cellular decom-
position with one vertex, (2g + 1) 1-cells and one 2-cell e2 (Fig. 3), and 1r1(S8,d, *) = 
(c, a" b" .. . , a8 , b8 : cd[a" btl ... [a8 , b8 ]). 
To see that Tors (H 2(B)) is generated by x(~), let d be the order of Tors (H1(B)) 
and let a be a curve representing a generator of Tors (H1(B)) == Zd. Then there is a 
continuous map T: S8.d~B such that T(c) =a for some g. Since, by Lemma 3.6, 
x(~) E Tors (H2(B)) == zd, it suffices to show that T*(x(~)) = x( T*~) generates 
H 2(S8.d) == Zd. Since fT#c is conjugate to a rotation by n/d where (n, d)= 1, using 
Milnor's algorithm, we have 
* 2_ - d- - - -8 (e ) - t.n. ((fT.C) [fT.OJ' tT.b1] • • • [fT.Og' tT.bg]) 
= t.n. ((fT.C )d) 





Fig. 3. A cellular decomposition of s •. d· 
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(See the proof of Lemma 3.6.) Therefore, the Euler class x(r*~) =- [8*] generates 
H 2(Sg,d). 
Tors (HJ(E)) = 0 is a consequence of the Thom-Gysin cohomology exact 
sequence: 
Since the image of U x: H 0(B)-H 2(B) coincides with Tors (H2(B)), we have 
Tors (H2(E)) = 0. Therefore, Tors (H1(E)) = 0. We have proved Lemma 3.7. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have already proved Theorem 1. For, Theorem l(i) is 
Proposition 3.2, and (ii), (iii) and (iv) follow from Lemmas 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7. 
§4. PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 
In this section, we prove Propositions 2-5. 
Proof of Proposition 2. By the assumption that Tors (H1(B)) is cyclic, we can 
construct an injective homomorphism f': H 1(B) ~ S0(2). Using the projection 
p: 77J(B, *) __, H1(B) == 77J(B, *)/[ 77J(B, * ), 77J(B, *)], we have a group homomorphism f == 
f' o p: 771(B, *) __., S0(2). Then we have a foliation ~ of the total space E of some 
S 1-bundle ~transverse to the fibers. By Lemma 3.7, the Euler class x({) of this bundle 
is a generator of Tors (H 2(B)). We can choose the homomorphism f' so that the Euler 
class of this bundle coincides with the given one. (Modify f' on Tors (H1(B)) if 
necessary. See the proof of Lemma 3.7.) 
We show G1(.c1') = 0. Let I be a closed curve on some leaf L. Let 'Y be the 
homotopy class of 77J(B, *)represented by 77(1), where 77 denotes the projection to the 
base space. Then fY has a fixed point, and by the injectivity of f', the homology class 
of 'Y equals to zero in H 1(B). Therefore, there is a continuous map r: Sg.I __., B for some 
g, such that r(c) = 77(1). (Here Sg.1 is the space defined in the proof of Lemma 3.7.) 
Consider the induced bundle r*{. Since the holonomy group (f · r*)(771(Sg,h *)) is 
abelian and the torsion subgroup of H 1(Sg,1) is zero, this bundle is trivial by Lemma 
3.7. It is easy to show that there is a trivialization "'from Sg,J X S 1 to the total space of 
r*{, such that every circle of the form 1/f(aSg,l x {*})lies on a leaf. By the choice of r, 
there is a circle /' of the form aSg,l x {*} such that (i o 1/J)(l') = l, where f is the bundle 
map covering r. Since I' is the boundary of Sg,I x {*},the closed curve I= (f o 1/f)(/') is 
homologous to zero in E. 
Remark. When the first Betti number of the base space is non-zero, every leaf of 
the foliation constructed above is a dense leaf. Therefore, when the base space is a 
closed (n- I)-dimensional manifold, we have Gn_1(.c1'} = 0, because no leaves are 
closed. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Since the !-dimensional homology group of a closed 
2g 
orientable surface of genus g (g > 0) is ® Z, Proposition 3 follows from Theorem 1 
(iii). Proposition 2 and the above remark. 
Proof of Proposition 4. We construct examples in following three cases. 
Case 1. E == B x S\ where B is not the 2-sphere. 
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Case 2. E is the total space of an st-bundle f over B such that lx(f)(BJI = 1. 
Case 3. E = S 2 X st. 
Construction. Case 1 is done in Proposition 3. 
Case 2. In the case B = S 2, E = S 3 and there are no problems. When B is not the 
2-sphere, we modify the example of Case 1. Let '1T' denote the projection 'TT': E ~B. 
Take a small disk Dz in B, and put N = 'TT'-t(Dz) = Dz x st. Then there is a section over 
the complement of Int (Dz) and we have E- Int (D2) = (B- Int (D2)) x st. Consider 
(B- lnt (D2)) X st C B x St; then there is a foliation of (B- lnt (Dz)) X St given by the 
example of Proposition 3. We construct a foliation of E extending this foliation to 
lnt (N) = lnt (D2) x st. We have a foliation of aDz x st, which is a linear line field of 
the slope 1. 
We use the following lemma, which is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let D/ = {(x, y) E R2; xz + yz ~ sz} for a positive real number s, and let 
D 2 = Dt2• Let D 2 X st be the solid torus, and aDZ X st the boundary torus. Given a 
linear line field of aD2 X St, then there is a C"'-foliation of D 2 X S\ such that 
(i) the foliation is transverse to the boundary aD2 X St, 
(ii) the induced foliation of aDz X St is the given one, 
(iii) aD~12 X St is the only compact leaf, 
(iv) D~12 x st is the Reeb component, and 
(v) the induced foliation of (D2 - D~t2) X st is isotopic to the product foliation of 
(1/2, 1] X (aDz X St), where aDz X St has the given foliation. 
By Lemma 4.1, we can extend the foliation of aN= aD2 x st to a foliation of 
N = Dz x st. Thus we have a foliation :¥ of E. 
We assert that G(:¥} = 0. First G2(:¥} = 0, because the only compact leaf is the 
torus, which is the boundary of the Reeb component. To see that Gt(f¥> = 0, note that 
any closed curve contained in N( = D 2 x St) is homologous to zero, because lx(f)(B]I 
= 1. Let I be a closed curve on some leaf L, and (I] E Ht(L) and '*[I] E Ht(E). If I 
is contained in N, we have '*[/] = 0 in Ht(E). If I is not contained in N, we can 
assume that I is contained in (B - Int (D2)) x st, because of the compactness of I and 
Lemma 4.1(v). Note that the inclusion map j: (B- Int (D2)) x st...., B x st induces an 
isomorphism in the !-dimensional homology groups; j*: Ht((B- Int (D2)) x St)...., 
Ht(B x St). By Proposition 2, we have j*t*[/] = 0 in Ht(B x St). Then '*[/] = 0 in 
Ht((B- Int (D2)) x St). Therefore '*[/] = 0 in Ht(E). Thus Gt(f¥> = 0. 
Case 3. Let T 3 = st X st X st be a 3-torus, and (x, y, z) the coordinates of T 3, 
where X, y, Z E St = R/Z. Put a = St X {1/2} X {0}, {3 = {1/2} X St X {1/2} and y = 
{0} x {0} x st. Let U, V and · W denote small open tubular neighborhoods of a, {3 and 
y, respectively (Fig. 4). Consider a solid torus Dz x st and let a' and {3' be the closed 
curves in D 2 x st as in Fig. 5. Let U' and V' be small open tubular neighborhoods of 
a' and {3', respectively. Then it is known that T 3 - ( U U V U W) is diffeomorphic to 
D 2 x st- ( U' U V') (Rosenberg-Thurston [5], Laudenbach-Roussarie [2]). 
Consider the foliation of T3 which is an irrational plane field given by a 1-form 
dx + Wt dy + Wz dz, where Wt and w2 are real numbers such that 1, Wt and w2 are 
rationally independent. a, {3 and y are transverse to this foliation and we can assume 
that U, V and W are foliated by the product foliations. Then we have a foliation of 
D 2 x st- ( U' U V') transverse to the boundary. Since the induced foliations of aU' 
and a V' are linear foliations, by Lemma 4.1, we have a foliation Cfi of D 2 x st, which is 
transverse to the boundary aD2 X st. The induced foliation of aD2 X st has leaves of 
the form aDz X{*}. 
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Fig. 4. a, (3 and y in T3• 
Now we construct a foliation ~ of S2 X S 1• We regard S2 as D2 u D 2 attached in 
the obvious way, and we regard S2 X S 1 as D2 X S 1 u D2 X S 1• We foliate the former 
D 2 X S 1 by the above foliation C§, and the latter D 2 X S 1 by the foliation whose leaves 
are of the form D2 x {*}.They match along the boundary, and we have a foliation~ of 
S 2 x s•. 
We assert that G([Ji) = 0. There are two compact leaves, which are the boundaries 
of the two Reeb components in U' and in V'. Therefore, G2([Ji) = 0. To see that 
G1([Ji) = 0, let I be a closed curve on some leaf L, and [I] E H 1(L) and t*[l] E 
H 1(S2 x S 1). If I is contained in U' or V', then I is homotopic to zero in S2 x S\ and 
t*[l] = 0. If I is not contained in U' U V', we can assume that I is contained in 
D 2 x S 1 - ( U' U V') = T 3 - ( U U V U W). Since no curves on the leaves of the folia-
tion of T 3 go around the last S 1 component, I is homologous (homotopic) to zero in 
S 2 x S 1• Thus G1([Ji) = 0, consequently, G([Ji) = 0. 
Remark. When lx(~)[B]I > 1, we can construct a foliation ~ of E, such that 
G2([Ji) = 0 and G1([Ji) = {{0}, Zm}, where m = lx(~)[B]I and Zm =Tors (H.(E)). The 
construction is the same as that in Case 2 of Proposition 4. In this case, the boundary 
leaf L of the Reeb component is the only leaf such that G1(L) = Zm. 
By some more effort, we can construct another foliation ~' of E, such that 
G(~') = G([Ji) and G1(L) = Zm only for non-compact leaves L. In the construction of 
such foliations, we use the following lemma instead of Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let D/ = {(x, y) E R 2 ; x 2 + y2 ~ s 2}. Let p and q be non-zero integers 
Fig. 5. a' and (3' in the solid torus. 
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such that (p, q) = 1. Let K be a (p, q)-knot in aD/ x S 1, which is the image of a line of 
the slope q/p under the projection map R2 ~ R2/Z2 =aD/ x S1• Given a foliation of 
aD/ x S\ which is a linear line field of the slope w, where w is a real number and is not 
q/p, then there exists a C"'-foliation of Dl x S\ such that 
(i) the foliation is transverse to the boundary aD32 X S 1' 
(ii) the induced foliation of aDl x S 1 is the given one, 
(iii) the leaves of the induced foliation of D12 x S 1 (induced by the inclusion map 
D 12 X S1~D32 X S 1) are of the form D,2 X{*}, 
(iv) there is only one Reeb component which is a small tubular neighborhood of K 
(Fig. 6), and 
(v) there is only one compact leaf, which is the boundary of the Reeb component. 
The proof of this lemma and the details of the construction are omitted. 
Proof of Proposition 5. We construct a foliation :¥ of sn x S 1 with trivial 
:¥-subgroups. When n = 1, we have the irrational line field of S 1 X S 1, which has trivial 
:¥-subgroups. The case n = 2 is Proposition 4. 
Now we assume n ~ 3. We regard sn as S 1 X vn-l u D 2 X sn-2 attached in the usual 
way, and we regard sn X S 1 as S 1 X Dn-l X S 1 u D 2 X sn-Z X S 1• We foliate S 1 X vn-l X 
S 1 by the foliation whose leaves are of the form S 1 X Dn-l X{*}, and D 2 X sn-2 X S 1 by 
the product foliation whose leaves are the products of sn-2 and the leaves of the 
foliation CO of D 2 x S 1 constructed in the proof of Proposition 4, Case 3. They are 
transverse to the boundary and match along the boundary. Thus we have a foliation:¥ 
of sn X S 1• 
We assert that G(:¥) = 0. Let R~o R2 denote the Reeb components of the foliation 
co. We have two compact leaves; namely, sn-2 X aR, and sn-2 X aR2. Each compact 
leaf sn-2 x aRi (j = 1, 2) is the boundary of sn-2 x Ri. Therefore, Gn(:¥> = 0. For 
i = 2, ... , n- 1, Gi(:¥) = 0 because Hi(Sn x S 1) = 0. To see that G 1(:¥} = 0, let I be a 
closed curve on some leaf L. When I is not contained in D 2 x sn-2 x S 1, I is homotopic 
on the leaf L to a curve contained in D 2 x sn-2 x S 1• Therefore we can assume that I is 
contained in D 2 x sn-z x S'. Since curves on a leaf of the foliation CO of D 2 x S 1 are 
Fig. 6. The boundary of the Reeb component of the foliation of Lemma 4.2. 
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homotopic to zero in D 2 x S 1, the curve I on the leaf L of the product foliation is 
homotopic in D 2 X sn-2 X S 1 to a curve on {*}X sn-2, where * is a point of D 2 X S 1• 
Then I is homotopic to zero in sn x S 1• Thus G1($) = 0. Consequently, G($) = 0. 
ADDENDUM 
Recently, we proved the following theorem about transversely C"'-foliations with 
trivial 81-subgroups of the total space of an orientable S 1-bundle over a closed 
orientable surface. 
THEOREM Let E be the total space of an orientable S 1-bundle ~ over a closed 
orientable surface B. Let 81 be a transversely orientable, transversely C"'-foliation of 
E, such that G($) = 0. Then, either (I) the bundle is trivial (E = B x S 1) and B f:. S 2, or 
(II) B = T 2 and lx(~)[T21I = 1. 
Remark. In the case (I), 81 is topologically equivalent to one of the foliations 
constructed in Proposition 4, Case 1. In the case (II), 81 is topologically equivalent to 
the pull-back foliation 1r* ~. where ~ is an irrational line field of the base space T2 
and 7T is the bundle projection E-+ T2• 
We sketch the proof of this theorem. 
If there are no compact leaves, the result follows from our Theorem 1 and the 
results of Thurston[8]-Levitt[3]. We show that 81 has no compact leaves. If there is a 
compact leaf, then, by the assumption that G($) = 0, it is homeomorphic to a 2-torus. 
By the analyticity of the foliation, we can "erase" a compact leaf (= T2). We erase 
some of the compact leaves systematically, so that the new foliation Cfi has no "Reeb 
like" components (the components of type I and II of Roussarie [6]) and G(Cfi) = 0. 
The new foliation Cfi is proved to have no compact leaves by an argument using our 
Theorem 1 and the results of Thurston[8] (see Levitt[3]). This implies that Cfi is one of 
the foliations described in the above remark. Using the fact that Cfi is a foliation 
without holonomy, we can show that G1(L) f:. 0 for any compact leaf L of the original 
foliation. This contradiction proves that 81 has no compact leaves. 
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